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A B S T R A C T

A microstructure-sensitive model that predicts the strain-rate sensitive flow behavior as well as creep-strain life
of a refractory Ni-base superalloy, Low Solvus High Refractory (LSHR), is presented. The model is based on
discrete dislocation simulations that are computationally expensive, but the design tool derived from the si-
mulations is fast acting. The model employs experimental data on microstructure and mechanical behavior, as
well as the thermodynamic model PANDAT™, to calibrate, validate and verify the use of the model as a design
tool. The mechanical properties predicted include flow stress as a function of temperature and strain-rate, as well
as time for 0.1-0.2% creep strain as a function of stress and temperature. The model extends prior work of a
strain rate sensitive flow stress model developed for IN100 alloy, by calibrating the model to data on LSHR, and
by including dislocation creep as well as grain size dependent diffusional creep behavior and predicting time to
reach a design creep life in terms of creep strain. The resultant model was found to capture reported data on
LSHR, in both subsolvus and supersolvus heat treated conditions. The calibrated model was validated using
additional data on yield and creep of LSHR with two other microstructures. The validation makes the model a
promising design tool in the engineering of complex heat treat disks, where location-specific properties are
desired.

1. Introduction

Integrated computational materials science and engineering
(ICMSE) is now the focus of many academic and industrial endeavors.
While computational resources are advancing in power and speed,
mechanism based models are evolving to simulate more complex me-
chanisms involved in predicting material behavior. The industry has
already benefited from materials processing tools such as DEFORM™ for
thermo-mechanical forming and ProCast™ for castings [1,2]. These are
helping engineers design processing of forgings and castings, but their
properties have to be measured and used in design assuming homo-
genous microstructures. In recent development, materials are beginning
to be designed with greater complexity in manufacturing demanding
microstructure-sensitive design tools. In particular, the concept of dual
heat treatment to fabricate a turbine disk with varying microstructure
from bore to rim is now considered viable within the industries de-
veloping the next generation of gas turbine engines for aircraft pro-
pulsion and power generation. These advances can benefit significantly
from microstructure-sensitive design tools for predicting and thus op-
timizing location-specific engineering properties of alloys [3–5].

Microstructure-sensitive design requires two kinds of simulation
tools, one that can predict microstructures and another that can predict
mechanical behavior. Development in microstructure models have thus
far focused on equilibrium behavior in terms of phases and their com-
position using a database of thermodynamic data and using thermo-
dynamic principles for extrapolation. As a result, software such as
PANDAT™ and ThermoCalc™ have been developed and are beginning to
be used with reasonable success.[6,7] Extending them to practical de-
sign of microstructures requires inclusion of kinetics. Towards this end,
development of tools that can predict precipitation kinetics (Pre-
cipiCalc™) have just begun but their use in industrial design remains
limited [8]. The second kind of simulation tool deals with mechanical
behavior, which includes yield strength, flow behavior, creep, fatigue
and environmental effects. Each of these engineering properties is
complex involving mechanisms that overlap yet they are distinctly
different in expression, due to the complex nature of interaction of
dislocations with microstructures. In recent work the yield strength and
strain-rate sensitive flow behavior have been shown to be captured by a
fast acting model that relies on physics-based discrete dislocation
models. While developments on predicting creep and fatigue are on-
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going, prediction of yield stress from microstructural parameters is
closest to being used as a design tool [9,10]. In our prior work we
developed a microstructure-sensitive athermal yield model, and in a
recent work we extended it to include strain-rate sensitivity and mi-
crostructure variability [11]. In this work we further extend this ap-
proach to predict and validate the ability of the model to capture the
time to reach a critical creep strain (creep life), as a function of stress
and temperature. The objective is to develop an engineering design tool
to help design optimal turbine engine disks that have been subjected to
dual heat treatment, as described below.

The dual heat treated disks are heat treated to perform better in
creep near the rim which sees higher temperatures and lower stresses,
and in yield strength at the bore which experiences higher stresses at
lower temperatures during service. An optimally engineered disk will
have coarser grains and microstructure near the bore, and finer grains
and microstructure near the rim. This requires the bore region to be
taken above solvus and the rim region below solvus during solution
treatment, and the cooling rates to be slower near the bore and faster
near the rim. Of the promising engineering alloys for dual heat treated
turbine engine concept, the alloy with the most detailed experimental
data reported in the literature, that includes heat treatment conditions,
microstructure and mechanical properties (flow stress and creep), is the
Low Solvus High Refractory (LSHR) alloy developed by NASA [12–16].
We use the data developed and reported for this alloy to validate and
verify the model developed in this work. We show that the model
captures the effect of heat treatment on the microstructure, the effect of
microstructure on the flow stress as a function of temperature and strain
rate, and the effect of microstructure on the time to reach 0.2% creep
strain as a function of temperature and stress. Further, more recently
additional data has been published on the yield and creep life of an
alloy with the same composition (LSHR), but with very different heat
treatments to yield different microstructures [17]. We use this data set
to validate the model, demonstrating that this is a promising design
tool.

2. Experimental data on LSHR from literature

2.1. Composition and Microstructure

There are four different alloy designations used in this work. The
first two are from the earlier works of Gabb et al. [15,16] These are
termed LSHR-30-Sup and LSHR-30-Sub, and they represent the alloys
with a supersolvus grain size around 30 µm, and sub-solvus grain size
around 8 µm. Data from these two alloys were used for calibration and
verification of the model. The other two alloys are termed LSHR-15 and
LSHR-50, and these are from the later work of Gabb et al. [17] LSHR-15
and LSHR-50 were used for model validation These two alloys are both
supersolvus heat treated and were forged under conditions that were
intentionally chosen to give grain sizes different from the first alloy,
termed LSHR-30. These two alloys, LSHR-15 and LSHR-50, had nominal
grain sizes of around 15 and 50 µm respectively. These alloys did not
have a subsolvus heat treated counterpart.

For alloy designated LSHR-30, details of the processing along with

all the experimental characterization can be found in the works by
Gabb et al. [15,16] Here we include a summary of the salient in-
formation that was used to validate and verify the model. The com-
position of the alloy, termed LSHR and studied extensively by NASA is
given in Table 1 [15]. The table gives the overall composition of the
alloy along with those of the precipitate and matrix measured using a
method where the precipitates are extracted out of the matrix and their
chemistry measured. The table includes both the measured and re-
ported weight% as well as the calculated atomic%, along with the
partition ratio defined as the ratio of the atomic% of an element present
in the matrix divided by that in the precipitate. These values are used in
the model to predict solute hardening in the matrix and precipitate.

Gabb et al. [15,16] provided a thorough characterization of samples
from different locations of two subscale turbine disk forgings heat
treated differently. One of the disks was given a subsolvus heat treat-
ment and the other supersolvus, with the supersolvus being cooled at a
slower rate than subsolvus from solution temperature. The cooling rates
at different locations of each of the disks varied, as measured by dummy
disks of the same size with embedded thermocouples. Thus the disks
contained a significant variety of microstructures which were char-
acterized based on location within each disk; these are designated with
suffix of B, R and W to represent bore, rim and web respectively. Both
disks were stabilized at the same temperature and time. The reported
microstructures varied with the radial location of the microstructure.
The cooling rate was measured as a function of location (broadly de-
fined as bore, rim and web) using embedded thermocouples in a
dummy disk; but these values were not reported, although properties
were reported as a function of cooling rate. The correlation between
cooling rate and microstructural size has also been reported [16]. The
mean value of secondary γ’ size was found to vary as the inverse of the
square root of the cooling rate. This observation was used in the model,
using a semi-empirical relationship, as discussed later. The measured
microstructures for the different locations as reported are listed in
Table 2. The microstructures used for calibration/verification and va-
lidation are also identified in this table.

Similarly, for the alloys with the designations LSHR-15 and LSHR-
50, the details of heat treatment and resulting microstructures can be
found in Ref [17].

2.2. Mechanical properties

As mentioned earlier, the cooling rate within each disk varied with
location. With respect to the mechanical behavior, the reported values
were sorted based on location within each disk. The disk was divided
into 3 sections termed bore, rim and web based on cooling rate dif-
ferences. The mechanical properties were reported along with location
based on this nomenclature. The mechanical properties of interest to
this work are yield strength and creep strength, expressed as applied
stress versus time required reaching a defined creep strain. The yield
strengths as a function of temperature, measured at a strain rate of
0.2%/min (3.33×10−5/s), and time to reach 0.2% creep strain as a
function of stress and temperature were taken from the reports of Gabb
et al. [15,16] The identification used for samples is to be read as bore,

Table 1
Compositions of the LSHR alloy, the measured and reported matrix and precipitate compositions in wt%, along with values for at% calculated, and the partition ratio based on at%. [15].

wt% (measured) Al B C Co Cr Mo Nb Ni Ta Ti W Zr

Alloy 3.50 0.030 0.03 21.00 13.00 2.70 1.50 48.79 1.60 3.50 4.30 0.05
Precipitate 5.48 12.27 1.99 1.10 2.49 63.59 3.02 6.36 3.59 0.09
Matrix 1.16 30.34 23.34 4.24 0.38 34.68 0.19 0.56 4.99 0.00
at% (calculated) Al B C Co Cr Mo Nb Ni Ta Ti W Zr
Alloy 7.57 0.005 0.03 20.78 14.57 1.64 0.93 48.48 0.51 4.10 1.36 0.02
Precipitate 11.8 12.00 2.20 0.65 1.45 62.30 0.96 7.45 1.13 0.041
Matrix 2.6 30.60 26.61 2.60 0.23 34.90 0.06 0.66 1.61 0.001
Partition Ratio (γ/γ') 0.22 2.55 12.10 3.98 0.16 0.5602 0.06 0.09 1.43 0.02
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